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Executive Summary

The peace agreement between FARC and the Colombian Government is an encouraging 

step towards stabilization, though stabilization will require the Colombian military establishing 

and maintaining a policing presence in the most rural and remote territories. The infrastructure of 

these territories means Colombia will either have to rely heavily on its inventory of medium 

multi-role helicopters or undertake an extensive infrastructure development project.

In addition to enabling logistical support to a rural military and police presence, an 

infrastructure development project would facilitate economic development in regions where 

economic disparity has been proven to be a significant driver towards violence. The recent 

implementation of the Fourth Generation Road Infrastructure Program, or 4G, is a highly 

encouraging step towards developing infrastructure of Colombia on a national level, though it is 

primarily concerned with the highway system rather than the secondary and tertiary roads that 

would best facilitate military and police movement and operations in rural areas. Future 

measures focusing on rural infrastructure would continue to improve the situation, but 4G will 

significantly improve the rural economy by lowering the price of transporting agricultural goods 

to ports for international trade, decrease the strain on the military's rotary aircraft, and allow the 

military to rely more heavily on cheaper land transportation for logistics.
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Challenges

The process towards peace between the government of Colombia and the Revolutionary 

Armed Forces of Colombia - People's Army (FARC) has finally achieved political ratification 

from both sides and is now progressing into the disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration 

stage.1 An estimated 17,000 fighters will have to undergo this process, but it is unclear whether 

or not Colombia's economy will be capable of employing and reintegrating such a sizable 

population, especially in the rural countryside.

A peace agreement with FARC does not solve Colombia's deeper internal challenges. FARC 

is by far the largest insurgent group, but there are a collection of smaller insurgencies throughout 

the country who take advantage of the limited reach of the Colombian Military into the rural 

countryside. While the Colombian Army has the capability to conduct counter-terror raids in 

these territories, the ability to sustain a meaningful presence and provide law enforcement is 

currently beyond the logistical capabilities of the Colombian Military.2 Unless Colombia's 

military can improve its ability to project force deeper into these undeveloped but resource-rich 

mountain and jungle territories another insurgent group is likely to fill the vacuum left by FARC.

History and Causes of Insurgency in Colombia

The history of Colombia's Marxist insurgent groups (such as FARC and the National 

Liberation Army, or ELN) would suggest economic disparity and political exclusion as 

motivations to violence. Colombia's political system has historically been shared between two 

political parties, the Liberal Party and the Conservative Party. When formed in the mid-19th 

century, The Liberal Party principally represented merchants advocating international trade. The 

1 Colombia Reports "Colombia senate unanimously approves FARC peace deal, 
implementation expected Wednesday" (2016)
2 Stratfor "Colombia's New Counterinsurgency Plan" (2012)
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Conservative Party, formed at the same time, represented wealthy landowners and advocated a 

heirarchal society and a strong role for the Catholic Church. Both parties represented citizens 

from the mid to upper classes and left the impoverished, the bulk of the rural population, without 

a voice outside of third parties. After a series of Liberal Party reforms led to extreme 

polarization, political violence known as "La Violencia" broke out in 1946. In 1957, after a failed 

attempt at military rule, the two parties agreed to form the National Front and divide political 

positions while alternating in the office of the President. This effectively froze out any third-

party representation. These parties, however, had formed their own guerrilla forces during La 

Violencia. Leftist and Communist groups formed the Marxist guerrilla groups FARC and ELN, 

while far-right groups formed para-military organizations to counter the Marxists.1

The paramilitary groups tended to gravitate towards prosperous areas that were tied into 

Colombia's political and social fabric. For this reason, and the fact that many prominent 

members are politically involved landowners, the paramilitary organizations were the first to 

begin the demobilization process. Leftist guerrilla organizations, in contrast, first developed in 

rural "Campesion" territories. These groups were then able to expand into territories undergoing 

economic development but experience wealth inequality and areas experiencing economic 

decline, usually due to commodity prices.

Changes in commodity prices have been connected to increases and decreases in the level of 

violence in Colombia's civil war. While the effect of commodity prices on civil wars is well-

documented, a pattern was recognized in Colombia of labor intensive agriculture (coffee) and 

labor non-intensive natural resources (oil) having opposite effects on the level of violence. When 

coffee prices and wages dropped violence increased but when prices and wages rose fighters 

1 Colombia Reports "Understanding the Causes of Colombia's Conflict: Political Exclusion" 
(2015)
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were more likely to work in the fields and less likely to take violent action (opportunity cost 

effect). Conversely as oil prices rose insurgent groups were more likely to fight to control 

sources of labor non-intensive revenue1 (rapacity effect). This pattern suggests that combatant 

motivations are more economic than ideological and highlights the need for economic 

development in Colombia's rural regions to forestall future insurgency.

Sustaining Peace

While the peace agreement between the Colombian government and FARC rebels is an 

encouraging advance in stabilizing the nation (and was significant enough to warrant a Nobel 

Peace Prize) Colombia's internal security challenges will only be solved when the root causes of 

insurgency have been addressed. The demobilization of FARC and the inability of Colombia's 

military and police to establish a meaningful presence in the remote rural territories will lead to a 

power vacuum. This vacuum presents an opportunity for FARC's former mid-level members. 

Facing grim economic prospects in the agricultural economy of the rural territories combined 

with a cornucopia of illicit opportunities and the requisit skills, these individuals could foment 

continued instability and reform criminal and insurgent networks.

External Challenges

Colombia's external challenges are secondary in importance and will continue to be 

addressed within the context of its internal challenges. There is a continuing potential for a 

confrontation with Nicaragua over islands in the South Caribbean Sea, however the capabilities 

of the Colombian Navy far outweigh that of the Nicaraguan Navy.2 This potential confrontation 

is unlikely to be a significant driver of future Colombian policy.

1 The Review of Economic Studies "Commodity Price Shocks and Civil Conflict: Evidence 
From Colombia" (2012)
2 Stratfor "Colombia and Nicaragua's Maritime Dispute Intensifies" (2013)
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Venezuela, however, presents a myriad of potential challenges for Colombia. In addition to 

maintaining a close relationship with Nicaragua, Venezuela has its own island dispute with 

Colombia in the Gulf of Venezuela1. The two countries have also frequently experienced border 

tensions related to smuggling and conflict spillover. Given the current political instability in 

Venezuela, this border will continue to be of concern to the Colombian Military.

Venezuela enjoys a competetive advantage over Colombia in military hardware.2 Venezuela's 

fleet of blue-water combatants is on paper a fairly even match with Colombia's (6 frigates and 2 

attack submarines to Colombia's 4 frigates and 4 attack submarines). When examining air assets, 

however, the comparison is more one-sided. The highlight of Colombia's air inventory is a single 

squadron of Kfir C-10 and C-12 ground attack fighters, which does not match up well with the 2 

squadrons of F-16s sold by the US in 1982 (to counter Cuban MiG-23 acquisition3) and 4 

squadrons (with a possible fifth in the works) of Su-30s.4 In addition to this superiority in 

aircraft, Venezuela's Air Defense Command has the region's most advanced air defense which 

features the Russian-sourced S-300VM surface to air missile system. The inequality in hardware 

between Venezuela and Colombia distracts from potential readiness challenges facing the 

Venezuelan defense forces stemming from the surrounding political instability. A 2004 report by 

Stratfor stated that "Venezuela's armed forces (FAN) are among the poorest, least prepared 

military institutions in Latin America, despite the country's substantial oil revenues."5

Venezuela's political instability, which began soon after the death of Huga Chavez and the 

"election" of Nicolas Maduro, is due to rapid inflation, collapsing oil prices, and catastrophic 

1 Council on Hemispheric Affairs "Colombia and Venezuela: The Border Dispute Over the 
Gulf" (2015)
2 The Military Balance (2016)
3 Global Security
4 For the sake of this comparison squadrons of older generation aircraft and light attack aircraft 
such as Tucanos have been intentionally overlooked.
5 Stratfor "Venezuela's Paper Army" (2004)
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food and medicine shortages.1 Even in the event of a reversal in oil prices, the shortages and 

violent clashes have been so severe that a rapid reversal of Venezuela's precarious political 

situation is unlikely. Given Venezuela's continuing difficulty in preventing Colombian rebel 

groups from crossing the border (a frequent source of tension), the increase in political 

instability, and defense spending decreasing from roughly a third to roughly a ninth of 

Colombia's from 2014 to 2015,2 it is not likely that there has been any meaningful improvement 

to the readiness of Venezuela's military and possible that the situation has deteriorated. Because 

of this, the primary contingency Colombia's military must consider from Venezuela is not from 

its military or government but rather potential spillover of political violence or the effects of a 

complete government breakdown.

If Venezuela experiences a total political breakdown, it would be in the interest of 

Colombian security to take part in an international peacekeeping effort in order to contain the 

impact within the borders of Venezuela as much as possible. Colombia has, to a small degree, 

participated in multinational operations before including a regular presence on the Sinai 

peninsula.3 To sustain a peacekeeping force in Venezuela, the Colombian military would be able 

to rely on logistics assistance from partner nations. The prime limiting factor to force 

commitment would be the opportunity cost on internal security. 

To prevent a spillover of violence from Venezuela, Colombia's military would have to 

improve security along the Venezuelan border. The task of maintaining security along the 

Venezuelan border is similar to that of projecting power into Colombia's rural territories. In both 

cases the central challenge is in transporting and supporting units in the field for extended 

periods of time. In short, they are problems of power projection.

1 Council on Foreign Relations "Political Crisis in Venezuela" (2015)
2 The Military Balance (2016)
3 The Military Balance (2016)
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Problems and Advantages

The Colombian Military has a significant advantage in personnel training, particularly within 

the Army. Columbia has benefited from decades of American training and assistance. This has 

led to a higher level of effectiveness and professionalism particularly among Columbian special 

forces and counterinsurgency/counter narcotics units. Near region rivals however, such as 

Venezuela, have displayed a comparatively low level of training and readiness1.

The capabilities of the Columbia military can be deduced from the international training that 

it takes a part in. Most of its training exercises have been in counter narcotics, humanitarian 

operations, and naval operations through the regular RIMPAC and UNITAS exercises.2 

Columbia is also a regular participant in the Fuerzas Comandos special operations exercise 

conducted by United States Southern command, where in 2015 it took first place in an 

international skills competition.3 The short length of these exercises however means Colombia's 

ability to maintain a presence in rural areas for long periods of time is unproven. Given the 

overall high level of training of Colombia's military, however, it is likely that if the projection 

problem could have been solved with training it would have be resolved already. The source of 

Colombia's difficulty in addressing this problem, therefore, must lie elsewhere.

The Colombian military has the capability to access the rural territories for short operations 

but not to establish a permanent or semi-permanent presence. This suggests that the problem is 

not "how far" but rather "how often" and "with how much" they can transport resources. If 

improvements to the infrastructure of these regions is not made, the limited roads and airstrips 

will continue to be insufficient for what the Colombian military needs. Rotary wing 

1 Stratfor "Venezuela's Paper Army" (2004)
2 The Military Balance (2006-2016)
3 United States Southern Command "Fuerzas Comando 2015" (2015)
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transportation will be required. Currently the heaviest transport helicopters in Colombia's 

military are 91 UH-60 and 21 Mi-17 variants1. Reliance on these platforms for maintaining a 

sustained rural presence would be costly in fuel, maintenance (the UH-60 fleet in particular is 

aging2) and the opportunity cost of the other uses for these multirole helicopters.

Domestic Infrastructure

Though Colombia is one of South America's most dynamic economies, its infrastructure is 

currently ranked 10th of 123. A significant factor is Colombia's difficult geography. Colombia's 

population centers (Cali, Medellin, and Bogotá) are all in the mountainous Magdalena River 

region that lies between the port cities on the coastal plain and the inland expanse of fertile 

jungles and plains. This adds significant transportation costs to the export of agricultural 

products, principally coffee, and goes a long way towards perpetuating economic disparities 

between urban and rural territories.4

#
Options

The task of preventing a resurgence of violence in Colombia's impoverished and nominally 

ungoverned rural territories once FARC has completely disarmed, demobilized, and reintegrated 

relies on the Colombian military establishing a permanent presence in areas where they have 

been unable to provide adequate logistical support in the past. These impoverished regions have 

little in the way of infrastructure, making it currently difficult for the Colombian military to gain 

access with anything other than helicopters. 

1 The Military Balance (2016)
2 Export.gov "Colombia-Defense" (2016)
3 Colombia Politics "Colombia's Infrastructure; One of Latin America's Worst" 2015
4 IFLRO1000 "Colombia: A Revolution in Infrastructure" (2015)
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Colombia's current inventory of rotary-wing aircraft contains no heavy transport 

helicopters (such as the CH-47 Chinook) but does have 112 medium transport helicopters. In 

addition to transportation, these helicopters are also used in attack, air assault, reconnaissance, 

and disaster relief roles. If this helicopter fleet was tasked with supporting units in the rural 

territories these additional roles would suffer significantly. In addition to incurring the sizeable 

cost of fuel and maintenance (the parts cost alone of the UH-60 is estimated at $1600/hour of 

flight)1, Colombia would likely have to fund a significant acquisition of additional transport 

helicopters in the future to be able to continue a presence.

An alternative solution would be to improve the infrastructure of the rural territories. The 

highway system would expand into the territories in question, but secondary and tertiary roads 

would also have to be built and/or improved to gain deeper access. Rural air strips could be 

expanded and improved to accomodate transport aircraft and facilitate more rapid transit when 

needed. 

Each potential solution to the problem of military logistics in rural territories has a 

significant external benefit attached. Improving the infrastructure of the rural territories would 

greatly benefit the economy of this agricultural region and decrease incentives to violence 

through the opportunity cost effect identified by Rube and Vargas2.

Investing in rotary-wing platforms, however, would improve the capabilities of the 

Colombian Military to react quickly to external threats. If the political situation in Venezuela 

deteriorates further a sizeable and capable fleet of multi-role helicopters would be invaluable 

should the Colombian military need to take part in a peacekeeping operation across their 

northeastern border.

1 Global Security "Rotary Aircraft" (2014)
2 The Review of Economic Studies "Commodity Price Shocks and Civil Conflict: Evidence 
From Colombia" (2012)
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#

Looking Forward

A cursory look at Colombia's recent expenditures and acquisitions would suggest the 

choice has been made to solve the economic problem first and allow the military logistics 

problem to be solved as an externality. A sizeable funding package has been passed which 

allocates $30 billion for roads (the Fourth Generation, or 4G, Road Infrastructure Program) as 

part of $70 billion in overall transportation infrastructure development through 20351. This 

package is intended to improve economic dynamism, improve trade, and increase foreign 

investment.

In reality, 4G may do little to solve the military's logistical difficulties or improve the 

economy of rural territories unless it is expanded beyond the highway system and includes 

secondary and tertiary roads inland of the Magdalena River Valley. The current plan focuses on 

improving the transportation connectivity between the Magdalena River region, which is the 

mountainous belt that stretches from the Ecuador border in the south to the South Caribbean Sea 

in the north and contains Colombia's largest cities of Cali, Bogotá, and Medellin, and the coastal 

port cities. As the cost of shipping a container from Shanghai to the Colombian port city of 

Buenaventura is cheaper than forwarding that same container on to Bogotá2, there is an 

appreciable need for this infrastructure package. It does little, however, to improve the 

transportation in the inland territories. While it may do some to decrease the cost of exporting 

agricultural goods (at least a small portion of the route will take place on improved highways), it 

will do little to address logistical problems in the territories themselves.

1 The Worldfolio "Colombia Thinks Big with $70 Billion Infrastructure Program" 2016
2 Americas Society/Council of the Americas "Colombia Update: The Long Road to 
Infrastructure Development" 2014
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In absence of secondary and tertiary road improvements in the rural inland territories, 

Colombia's military and police forces will continue to rely on their inventory of medium 

transport helicopters. Maintaining this fleet under sustained transportation missions will require 

an increase in maintenance efforts beyond the current level which was only reached with US 

support under Plan Colombia1.

The recent ratification of the peace agreement by Colombia's legislature now allows the 

Colombian/American cooperation to continue in the form of Paz Colombia, the successor to Plan 

Colombia. This package, $4.5 billion over 10 years, is intended to improve counternarcotics 

1 Government Accountability Office "PLAN COLOMBIA Drug Reduction Goals Were Not Fully 
Met, but Security Has Improved; U.S. Agencies Need More Detailed Plans for Reducing 
Assistance" (2008)
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efforts while supporting FARC reintegration, assist in the expansion of state authorities into the 

rural territories, and assist the judicial system in adjudicating cases that came from the conflict. 

These funds could help support either rotary aircraft operations or infrastructure development.1

If the solution to this problem must eventually be sustained without foreign assistance, 

infrastructure development is clearly the most effective option available to Colombia. Sustaining 

helicopter transportation indefinitely will continue to be resource intensive, while a sufficient 

infrastructure development project will carry an immediate cost but once completed will only 

require infrastructure maintenance costs that ideally would be supported by an improved 

economy in what are now severely impoverished territories.

#

Conclusion

Though a peace agreement has been reached between the government of Colombia and the 

Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia - People's Army, or FARC, Colombia still faces deep 

internal security challenges. FARC has not historically been the only insurgent group active in 

Colombia's long-running civil war, though it is the largest by far, and the demobilization of 

FARC could present these groups with great opportunities for growth. To prevent this, 

Colombia's military and police forces must establish a permanent presence in territories in which 

it has so far been unable to support long-term operations. What also must be understood is that 

Colombia's history of insurgency stems from institutionalized political exclusion and economic 

disparity. The terms of the peace deal with FARC aim to address the former, but the latter will 

require further effort before the motivating factors of insurgency are sufficiently resolved. 

Secondary to the challenge of internal security, Colombia's military must also contend with 

1 The White House Office of the Press Secretary "FACT SHEET: Peace Colombia -- A New Era 
of Partnership between the United States and Colombia" (2016)
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external contingencies ranging from minor island disputes to maintaining the border with an 

increasingly unstable Venezuela or dealing with a total collapse of the Venezuelan government.

Through US assistance, participation in international training exercises, and experience 

dealing with internal insurgencies, Colombia's military has achieved a comparatively high level 

of training and readiness. Its principle challenge is in projecting and maintaining force for 

periods of time sufficient to maintain law and order in territories formerly controlled by FARC 

or security and monitoring over the more isolated stretches of the Venezuela border. A sizeable 

inventory of medium transport/multi-role helicopters could be used to solve what is essentially a 

problem of logistics, but at great cost in fuel and maintenance not to mention the opportunity 

cost in the myriad of other roles these aircraft could be used for. An alternative solution would be 

to develop rural infrastructure to be able to support the military and police presence. This would 

have the additional benefit of improving the rural economy and decreasing the incentive to 

violence.

The Colombian government has implemented the massive Fourth Generation Road 

Infrastructure Program, or 4G, which allocated $30 billion for road development through 2035. 

This is primarily being used on arterial highways rather than secondary and tertiary roads in rural 

regions which will be an effective first step in solving both the challenges of military logistics 

and the economic disparity between rural and urban regions as it will lower the cost of exporting 

agricultural products. Future development will be required, however, to completely remove the 

necessity for rotary aircraft transportation in the policing of rural territories. Getting to that point 

will mean Colombia will have to continue walking the chicken-egg tightrope of security and 

development in the territories left by FARC during demobilization.
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